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Illustration 1 

What do you mean by Special Anti-Avoidance Rules [SAAR’s] 

 

Illustration 2 

M/s. Solaris Chemicals Ltd. Is a company incorporated in India.  It sets up a unit in a Special 

Economic Zone [SEZ] in F.Y. 2019-20 for manufacturing of chemicals.  It claims deduction of 

profits earned from that unit as per section 10AA of the Act.  Is GAAR applicable in such a case? 

 

Illustration 3 

 M/s. Solaris Chem Ltd. Is a company incorporated in India.  It sets up a unit in a Special Economic 

Zone [SEZ] in F.Y. 2019-20 for manufacturing of chemicals.  It has another unit for manufacturing 

chemicals in a non-SEZ area.  It then diverts its production from such manufacturing unit and shows 

the same as manufactured in the tax exempt SEZ unit, while doing only the process of packaging 

there.  Is GAAR applicable in such a case? 

 

Illustration 4 

M/s. Solaris Chem Ltd. Is a company incorporated in India.  It sets up a unit in a Special Economic 

Zone [SEZ] in F.Y. 2019-20 for manufacturing of chemicals.  It has another unit for manufacturing 

chemicals in a non-SEZ area.  It transfers the product of non-SEZ unit at a price lower than the 

fair market value and does only some insignificant activity in SEZ unit.  Thus, it is able to show 

higher profits in SEZ unit than in non-SEZ unit, and consequently claims higher deduction in 

computation of income.  Can GAAR be invoked to deny the tax benefit? 

 

Illustration 5 

M/s. Solaris Chem Ltd. Is a company incorporated in India.  It sets up a unit in a Special Economic 

Zone [SEZ] in F.Y. 2019-20 for manufacturing of chemicals.  It has another unit for manufacturing 

chemicals in a non-SEZ area.  Both the units work independently.   M/s. Solaris Chemicals Ltd. 

Started taking new export orders from existing as well as new clients for unit A and gradually, the 

export from unit B declined.  There has not been any shifting of equipment from unit B to unit A.  

The company offered lower profits from unit B in computation of income.  Can GAAR be invoked on 

the ground that there has been shifting or reconstruction of business from unit B to unit A for the 

main purpose of obtaining tax benefit? 
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Illustration 6 

ABC Ltd. Has 2 factories one of which is in SEZ, Company moves the produce of the non SEZ factory 

at a price considerably lower than the fair market value to the SEZ factory.  This lowers the cost of 

production of the SEZ factory and the goods are sold from therein after insignificant value addition. 

Consequently, the SEZ factory shows higher profits and that entitles the assessee to claim a higher 

deduction from the computation of income. 

Can General Anti Avoidance Rules ‘GAAR’ specified under the Income-tax Act, 1961 be invoked in this 

case? 

 

Illustration 7 

(i) Y Ltd. Is a company incorporated in country C1.  It is a non-resident in India. 

(ii) Z Ltd. Is a company resident in India. 

(iii) A Ltd. Is a company incorporated in country F1 and it is a 100% subsidiary of Y Ltd.  

(iv) A Ltd. And Z Ltd. Form a joint venture company X Ltd. In India after the date of commencement 

of GAAR provisions.  There is no other activity in A Ltd. 

(v) The India-F tax treaty provides for non-taxation of capital gains in the source country and 

country F1 charges no capital gains tax in its domestic law. 

(vi) A Ltd. Is also designated as a permitted transferee of Y Ltd. Permitted transferee means that 

though shares are held by A Ltd. All rights of voting, management, right to sell etc; are vested 

in Y Ltd. 

(vii) As per the joint venture agreement, 49% of X Ltd. Equity is allotted to A Ltd. And 51% is allotted 

to Z Ltd. 

(viii) Therefore, the shares of X Ltd. Held by A Ltd. are sold to C Ltd., a company connected to the Z 

Ltd. Group. 

As per the tax treaty with country F1, capital gains arising to A Ltd. Are not taxable in India.  Can 

GAAR be invoked to deny the treaty benefit? 
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Illustration 8 

Discuss in brief some distinguishing features of General Anti-Avoidance Rules [GAAR] and Specific 

Anti-Avoidance Rules [SAAR] 

 


